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“Alan Hill is what brilliant philosopher and physicist, Michelle Besso, was to Albert Einstein. Alan acts as that unique and
powerful catalyst which unleashes the flash of creative insight to where you look at him and say, "Thank you, my friend. I have
solved the whole thing!" The value of that is inestimable, and life-changing.” - Erl Morell-Stinson

Alan is called the Miracle Worker because his unique perspective and
talent combine to help you find the value in yourself, your situation,
your career and your company.
You will not walk away from a meeting with Alan unchanged. He
cares, he commits and inspires you do to the same. Alan’s ability to
inspire has been favorably compared to the likes of Lou Holtz and Will
Steger.
Alan believes that employees and corporations must combine to
provide unique and compelling value to their customers to win in the
marketplace.

Alan is co-founder of the Quantum Common Wealth, an enterprise focused on economic development
and growth. http://quantumcommonwealth.com.
Alan’s passionate about the topics of job search, leading linchpins in the workplace and developing
employee wealth. Because of his authentic passion for others, Alan has been invited to present over
100 workshops in the last year at State Workforce Centers, Minnebar and Adult Development groups.
Alan gave the keynote commencement speech at Globe College in 2010. Alan’s media appearances
include MSNBC, Fox News, CBS Evening News, Star Tribune and Fox 9 News.
He has written extensively on the subject of value and worth, including reports, training videos and
articles like; “Spotting Opportunities in Crisis”, “Applying Transformation Principles”, “Creating Trade
Based Corporate Structures” and “Wealthy Employees, Wealthy Companies”. Many of these are
available on his blog at http://themiracleworker.wordpress.com.
Alan earned his Associate of Electronics degree at Northwestern Electronics Institute and was previously
an International Business Coach Institute (IBCI) Certified business coach. He currently resides in
Minneapolis, MN with his wife Jennifer and two Basset Hounds.
Email: miracleworker@srkinc.com
Cell: (612) 819 – 1803

“You’re more than a leader. You’re a revolution, my friend”
Kate - Madonna Hindes http://www.girlmeetsgeek.com

